Motivation: Stitching together trans-omics data is a powerful approach to assess the complex mechanisms of cancer occurrence, progression and treatment. However, the integration process suffers from the 'block missing' phenomena when part of individuals lacks some omics data. Results: We proposed a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) weighted imputation method for trans-omics block missing data (TOBMI kNN ) to handle gene-absence individuals in RNA-seq datasets using external information obtained from DNA methylation probe datasets. Referencing to multi-hot deck, mean imputation and missing cases deletion, we assess the relative error, absolute error, interomics correlation structure change and variable selection. The proposed method, TOBMI kNN reliably imputed RNA-seq data by borrowing information from DNA methylation data, and showed superiority over the other three methods in imputation error and stability of correlation structure. Our study indicates that TOBMI kNN can be used as an advisable method for trans-omics block missing data imputation.
Introduction
Disease occurrence and progression usually results from environmental exposures in addition to extensive environmental and molecular interactions (Zhu et al., 2012) . The complex mechanisms underlying disease are increasingly revealed by investigation through omics technologies; however, a single omics approach is insufficient to reveal the entire molecular system (Bersanelli et al., 2016) . Fortunately, it is possible to integrate trans-omics datasets (Gehlenborg et al., 2010; Ritchie et al., 2015) across a multitude of publicly accessible large-scale omics databases, including genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics and metabolomics, to target different molecular levels (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network et al., 2013; International Cancer Genome Consortium et al., 2010; Yugi et al., 2016) and provide greater insight into the alterations arising from complex diseases (Lawrence et al., 2013; Patti et al., 2012; Witte et al., 2014; Yoshihara et al., 2013) .
However, it is rare to have multiple omics datasets simultaneously for a single sample, and stitching together multiple omics rarely creates Original Paper a complete dataset. This so-called 'block missing' phenomenon during multiple omics data integration hinders adaption of traditional analysis procedures. Deleting incomplete records is a routine and easy-tounderstand method but, not surprisingly, considerably reduces statistical power (Nakagawa and Freckleton, 2008) . Many imputation strategies have been examined in single omics studies, including singular value decomposition imputation (Troyanskaya et al., 2001) , Bayesian principle component analysis (Oba et al., 2003) , iterative local least square imputation (Cai et al., 2006) , etc. However, these imputation methods are not applicable across multiple omics datasets. A recent study proposed a multiple hot deck imputation method has the potential to solve this issue, which preserves the correlation structure between omics data from different organs (hot deck approach), and accounting for the uncertainty of imputation (multiple imputation) (Imbert et al., 2017) . This method appears generalizable to impute trans-omics block missing data. In this study, we proposed a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) weighted imputation method for trans-omics block missing data (TOBMI kNN ). Taking advantage of existing multiple omics datasets from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), statistical simulations demonstrated that TOBMI kNN was superior to the existing imputation methods for trans-omics block missing data.
Materials and methods

Data source
The level 3 transcriptome and epigenome of four different cancer types (stomach cancer, lung squamous cell carcinoma, lung adenocarcinoma and bladder cancer) were downloaded from TCGA and used to evaluate the statistical properties of the proposed method. In detail, transcriptome data were obtained by Illumina HiSeq 2000 RNA Sequencing platform, and DNA methylation signals were tested using Infinium HumanMethylation450 (Liu et al., 2012; Minoche et al., 2011) . For each cancer type, samples missing either transcriptomic or epigenomic data were excluded for the following simulation study.
Brief introduction to the proposed method
To simplify, a gene expression matrix was used as primary dataset R, and a methylation matrix was used as auxiliary dataset M. Given a complete gene expression matrix, a portion of the samples (rows) were randomly removed from R to construct an incomplete dataset R for the subsequent simulation.R denotes the corresponding dataset after imputation on R . As a general overview, a schematic of the TOBMI kNN method is shown in Figure 1 .
First, an inter-sample relationship was identified using the DNA methylation matrix (auxiliary dataset). The kNN method, based on the Mahalanobis distance, was used to identify k categorical individuals. The distance selection process and results were described in Supplementary material. A k-value was obtained by formula (1) (Lall and Sharma, 1996) 
in which, N complete represents the number of individuals in R with complete gene expression data. The kNNs (donors) were weighted by formula (2) for imputing gene-absence individual in the gene expression data:
where d t denotes the reciprocal of the Mahalanobis distance from donor, and V t represents a gene vector.
Design of statistical simulation
Gene expression and the corresponding CpG probes within the gene's region were matched and analyzed for correlation. Significantly correlated pairs [square of Pearson coefficient of gene expression and CpG methylation, r 2 ! 0.5 and false discovery rate (FDR) adjusted q 0.05] were preserved for this study, as shown in Supplementary Figure S1 . As a result, four sets, including 738, 594, 399 and 417 CpG probe and gene expression pairs, were identified for stomach cancer, bladder cancer, lung adenocarcinoma and squamous cell lung carcinoma, respectively. These refined sets can retain the inter-sample correlation structure across the transcriptome and epigenome, Supplementary Tables S1-S4. The R set was constructed by randomly removing gene expression data for 10-80% of the samples in 10% increments (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% and 80%). All missing individuals were missing completely at random.
In addition to TOBMI kNN , three methods were also included for reference:
1. Mean imputation: The missing values were replaced by the mean of corresponding non-missing genes without considering external information. Mean imputation has always been viewed as the simplest imputation method (Blankers et al., 2010) . 2. Missing cases deletion: Individuals with missing genes were deleted without any imputation process. 3. Multi-hot deck imputation: Multi-hot deck imputation involves replacing gene-absent individual with similar samples randomly picked from a donor set in a multiple imputation process (Imbert et al., 2017) .
To assess the affinity of gene-absence data with complete data, the affinity scores were computed from DNA methylation matrix M, and the donor set was produced with a fixed threshold r (Cranmer and Gill, 2013) . In a multi-imputation process, a sample was randomly chosen from the donor set to provide values for 'recipient'. The whole procedure was repeated n times independently to obtain n imputed datasets, where n was consistent with k in the TOBMI kNN method. The evaluation index in multi-hot deck imputation was calculated by the general framework of multiple imputation (Schafer, 1999) . This method was performed using the R package 'RNAseqNet'.
These imputation methods were compared by a series of performance indicators including:
1. Relative error to evaluate the difference between R andR:
in which, n and p represent the total number of samples and genes, respectively; i ¼ 1.., n; j ¼ 1,. . .p;R ij is the imputed data for gene j of sample i, R ij is the complete data for gene j of sample i. 2. Absolute error between R andR:
3. Within-matrix correlation to evaluate the impact of imputation on inter-matrix correlation structure, by comparing the correlation matrix of R andR. Within-matrix correlation was estimated from complete and imputed sets, respectively. The change of the correlation structures is used as an effective indicator to evaluate imputation accuracy (Taylor et al., 2017) . 4. Variable selection to evaluate the consistency of identified gene sets between R andR, by using positive predictive value (PPV), sensitivity, F score, negative predictive value (NPV) and specificity:
We used the Cox proportional hazard model to identify statistically significant gene sets associated with overall survival (OS) in R andR with FDR-q 0.2. Genes selected from R were considered reference genes. G gene and G reference represent the number of genes selected from R and R, respectively. On the contrary, G no-gene and G no-reference represent the number of genes not selected fromR and R, respectively. G pos and G neg represent the number of positive and negative genes both inR and R, respectively. The simulations were repeated 500 times to obtain a stable evaluation.
Results
First, we evaluated the relative and absolute errors of the proposed method. Not surprisingly, the relative and absolute errors of TOBMI kNN and the reference methods consistently increased per increase of missing rate (Tables 1 and 2 ). However, the proposed method TOBMI kNN had lower error than the other three methods which was consistent across different levels of missing rate.
Second, A trend of larger magnitude of difference of within-matrix correlation structure was observed per increase of missing rate, which was consistent with previous study (Hrydziuszko and Viant, 2012) . Results indeed demonstrated a trend of larger magnitude of difference of correlation structure according to the increase of missing rate. However, TOBMI kNN obtained a smallest difference of within-matrix correlation structure among the three methods (Fig. 2) .
Third, the impact of the proposed method on variable selection was evaluated. Cox regression was performed on R andR for four different types of cancer. FDR-q 0.2 was used to select statistically suggestive biomarkers. The variables identified from the imputed set R were compared with those from R (treated as reference set). Lung squamous cell carcinoma study was not included in this scenario, due to no variables in the complete set reached the criteria of FDRq 0.2.
Results for PPV, sensitivity, and F score are shown in Figure 3 for gastric carcinoma (Fig. 3A-C) , bladder carcinoma (Fig. 3D-F ) and lung adenocarcinoma (Fig. 3G-I) . Briefly, datasets imputed by TOBMI kNN and multi-hot deck uncovered a larger proportion of reference genes than the other two traditional methods. Notably, TOBMI kNN was consistently superior to multi-hot deck in PPV. However, sensitivities of TOBMI kNN did not show superior to the other methods. Indeed, this imputed data did not match the results from the primary datasets. To provide a more balanced evaluation, PPV and sensitivity were considered jointly to form an F score (Fig. 3C, F, I ). The F score demonstrates that TOBMI kNN was superior to multi-hot deck, which was, in turn, superior to mean imputation and missing cases deletion approaches. Additionally, we compared these methods in NPV and specificity ( Supplementary  Fig. S2 ). TOBMIkNN showed a consistently superiority over the multi-hot deck method as well as the other two in NPV and specificity.
Real data application
Tumor gene expression and DNA methylation data together with clinical information of glioblastoma and lower grade glioma patients (GBMLGG) were downloaded from TCGA. After quality control, 535 subjects with gene expression data and 656 subjects with DNA methylation data were included in the following analysis. Among the samples with DNA methylation data, the 441 subjects contained gene expression features as well, while 215 (28.7%) subjects were lack of gene expression.
TOBMI kNN was performed to impute the absent expression levels. Cox regression was used on two datasets: (i) the primary dataset (441 subjects) and (ii) imputed dataset (656 subjects). Under the criteria of FDR-q 0.2, the 69 and 101 potential relevant genes were identified, respectively (Fig. 4) .
The 68 of 69 genes identified by traditional case deletion method were detected by TOBMI kNN as well, indicating that the proposed method preserve variable selection well. In addition, the imputed dataset identified 33 more genes that were not survived from multiple comparison correction in the traditional analysis (Supplementary Table S5 ). According to the evidences from The Human Protein Atlas, the 22 of 33 newly identified genes showed potential prognostic values for multiple types of cancer, of which seven genes (ADAM12, B3GNT5, DUSP10, FZD6, MIR155HG, PVT1 and TNK2) connect to glioblastoma or glioma. Thus, the proposed method increases the power to identify more promising genes relevant to cancer patient outcome.
Discussion
In this study, we proposed an imputation algorithm for trans-omics 'block missing' datasets, TOBMI kNN , and conducted a series of simulation tests to comprehensively evaluate its performance compared with the other three commonly used methods. There were three general performance indices: imputation relative and absolute error, within-matrix correlations and variable selection. The primary goal was to investigate whether the TOBMI kNN method efficiently imputes trans-omics datasets and determine if genes associated with OS in R were screened fromR as well. We confirm that the TOBMI kNN algorithm was superior to multi-hot deck in both performance and efficiency.
For imputation, the correlation structure between variables must be preserved. Both TOBMI kNN and multi-hot deck fulfill this need, with replacement of gene-absence individual with an un-or weighted donor set. Moreover, the uncertainty of imputed values is taken into consideration. Multi-hot deck is a useful imputation method for RNA-seq datasets and has been confirmed in previous studies (Imbert et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2011) . However, our results indicate that multi-hot deck imputation, filling gene-absence cases with a random sample picked from a donor set, may not make full use of the nearest donor. The multiple imputation process only partly reduces this issue. Moreover, multiple imputation, especially for high-dimension trans-omics data, may have low efficiency because it is extremely time-consuming. Nevertheless, under some circumstances, multi-hot deck methods may provide more candidate genes (false positive genes) for further validation, an issue of great concern for gene functional studies (Tabor et al., 2002) . Note: Mean: imputation by the corresponding average; Multi-hot deck: imputation by similar sample randomly picked from the donor set incorporated with a multiple imputation process; TOBMI kNN : imputation by the weighted k-nearest neighbors. Note: Mean: imputation by the corresponding average; Multi-hot deck: imputation by similar sample randomly picked from the donor set incorporated with a multiple imputation process; TOBMI kNN : imputation by the weighted k-nearest neighbors. TOBMI kNN is based on the kNN algorithm, a well-adapted data mining method benefiting from simple implementation and outstanding performance (Lall and Sharma, 1996) . Undoubtedly, optimal k values will promote the performance of TOBMI kNN ; however, in the proposed method, k is an empirical parameter suggested by Lall and Sharma. (Lall and Sharma, 1996) . Recently, many researchers have attempted k optimization; however, little progress has been made. Sahigara et al. (2014) introduced a Monte Carlo method to define an optimal smoothing parameter k which is, while beneficial, very time-consuming. Zhang et al. proposed a kTree method, which has higher classification accuracy but similar running cost compared to traditional kNN methods. The k-Tree method is particularly problematic for high-dimensional data (Zhang et al., 2017) , and for trans-omics missing data imputation, a lengthy process for k values may not be advisable and efficient.
We acknowledge some limitations of this study. First, the 'nominal donor set (NDS)' was created without considering a distance threshold value. The NDS, with neighboring individuals constituting a donor set, may be quite remote from gene-absence individuals. However, when applying a minimum distance from a gene-absence individual, neighboring individuals can be weighted as a replacement. In this study, we take no action on this problem, for the sake of keeping the sample sizes balanced between imputed datasets generated with different imputation methods. However, we must take this issue into consideration in future studies. Second, additional multiple imputation methods should be incorporated into this comparison, as there are multiple combinations for multiple imputation. We selected a multi-hot deck method as a reference because of its outstanding performance in imputing missing data with the affiliated datasets. Third, in this study, DNA methylation data were not further corrected for potential batch effect. Level 3 DNA methylation data from TCGA were processed by quantile normalization, which is a common way to adjust for potential batch effect. Indeed, some studies further adjusted for potential batch effect by sophisticated method, such as Combat. However, primary aim of this study is to propose an imputation method instead of uncovering novel biomarkers. Potential batch effect of quantitative omics data warrant attention in future study. Fourth, TOBMI kNN considers more of computational efficiency and accuracy than imputation uncertainty, which could be improved by incorporating multiple imputation procedure with TOBMI kNN .
In conclusion, the proposed imputation algorithm TOBMI kNN shows superior over the existing methods for trans-omics block missing data and facilitates trans-omics integrative analysis. Variable selection was performed on the complete set and the imputed sets, respectively. Imputation methods were evaluated in positive predictive value (PPV), sensitivity and F score under different levels of missing rate, using three types of cancer as example: A-C for stomach cancer, D-F for bladder cancer and G-I for lung adenocarcinoma Fig. 4 . Venn diagram of genes identified from different datasets. Gray and red represent the genes identified from the primary set removed of cases with missing expression levels (missing case deletion) and imputed data by the proposed TOBMI kNN , respectively (Color version of this figure is available at Bioinformatics online.)
